Dear Director Pugrud,
I write to address the Governor's Salmon Workgroup. I ask that they not consider dam breaching as part
of their efforts to address salmon-recovery. These dams are needed for power, shipping of field crops as
well as lumber. by going by ship saves are highways from all the truck traffic that would have to take
place without the river travel also would take away recreation activate also needed to provide water for
crops
Regards,
Margaret Arnzen
485 Cottonwood Butte RDP. O. Box 396
Cottonwood, ID 83522

Dir. Scott Pugrud:
As an Idahoan who values agriculture, I am asking the Governor's Salmon Workgroup to protect
important dam structures while seeking solutions for salmon recovery. Do not under any circumstances
allow breaching or mis-administration of our hydro electric dams. These resources are not to be
hampered for anyones pipedream of salmon outcomes. The native american contingent is being co
opted by the radical enviro wackos and one world globalist stooges and ngos to fleece and control the
populace. There is nothing that can replace the power generation and flood protection of these dams.
The citizen's of the US will not stand for this unrealistic, unnecessary, and dangerous course of action.
They will fight to preserve the blessings that previous generations bestowed upon us.
Regards,
Angelo Lonzisero
24 Humbug Ln
Sagle, ID 83860

Dear Director Pugrud,
I write to address the Governor's Salmon Workgroup. I ask that they consider dam breaching as part of
their efforts to address salmon-recovery. The question I have to ask is will salmon go extinct if we do not
breach the dams. Can we save salmon without that. If not, then the dams need to go. I am a Republican
& consider myself a native Idahoan & I despair over trumps anti environmental agenda & their denial of
climate change. We need to do everything in our power to stop human pollution & destruction of our
planet. We are not only destroying wildlife habitat but we are destroying our own habitat in order to
make a buck. We are well on our way to being the cause of our own extinction. It's just a shame that we
will take so many other species with us. There is a balance to be achieved between having a healthy
economy & a healthy planet.
Regards,
Richard Fuller
474 Rimrock Drive
Saint Maries, ID 83861

Dir. Scott Pugrud:
As an Idahoan who values agriculture, I am asking the Governor's Salmon Workgroup to protect
important dam structures while seeking solutions for salmon recovery.
After talking to people that work for fish and game the dam structures are the least of the salmons
issues. There is a problem with the ocean and their food supply once they get there. There are more
salmon making it to the ocean that before but no food when they get there.
Regards,
Sheryll Goeckner
4000 Brooklyn Ln
Emmett, ID 83617

Dir. Scott Pugrud:
As an Idahoan who values agriculture, I am asking the Governor's Salmon Workgroup to protect
important dam structures while seeking solutions for salmon recovery. In my opinion the removal of
dams in order to protect the salmon is not the right way to go. There are too many thousands of acres of
farmland which help to feed our nation and the world that would be affected if they were not able to
get irrigation water from these dams. A better way to protect the salmon can surely be found without
the destruction of these dams. I hope that every possibility will be investigated before a decision is
made on this important subject.
I appreciate your consideration on these important subjects.
Regards,
Wilford Meek
3659 N 1600 E
Preston, ID 83263

Dear Members of the Governor's Salmon Workgroup:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment. I write today expressing my desire for the group to
work together to develop alternative solutions which will improve salmon returns without breaching
crucial dams. If your considering breaching the dams. Just open the locks in all the dams for five years.
The problem is not the dams. It's depredation and over harvest in the lower Columbia river. The river
system needs to be managed by all concerned parties and it will benefit all. This is a subject that's been
on the table for to long. The Workgroup should focus on developing realistic, Idaho-based solutions.
Regards,
Butch Suor
PO Box 98 Stites, ID
Stites, ID 83552

